Multi-Ply Mask/N95 Mask Cover

By Evelyn DeVera

Step 1: Cut out two layers of the mask, placing edge on fold.

Step 2: Sew curved darts at 1/2” seam allowance (SA) on each piece. Don’t worry about backstitching.

Step 3: Cut 2 pieces of 1/8”-1/4” elastic, 5” each. If you don’t have elastic, cut 4 pieces of ribbon or make ties from fabric each 16” long.
Step 4: Place right sides together and stitch around sides at a 1/2" SA, leaving a gap at the bottom of the mask. At top darts, fold each side in opposite directions. At corners, place ends of elastic or ties. For elastic, one piece will get placed on either side of the mask, creating a loop once turned. For ribbon or ties, one piece will be sewn in each corner.

Step 5: Clip corners. Clip to stitching around curve at top of mask to ease tension once turned.

Step 6: Turn inside out.
Step 7: Stitch around edge of mask at 1/8"-1/4" from edge, stitching up opening at bottom. On sides, fold three 1" tucks (1/2" and 1/2" folded flat) and stitch down as you go. Be mindful to not catch elastic or ribbon.

You're all done!
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